
Summary of How I Meet the Criteria
(as described in the diploma guide book for system 5.1, effective from Aug 2011)

ESSENTIAL CRITERIA

Criteria How I meet it

Demonstrating design 
Skills

-I have completed 10 designs using the theory and methods of permaculture. I 
have used 3 commonly accepted design frameworks, as well as completing some 
designs following a basic design cycle with no set framework. 
-I have used a variety of tools and techniques (limiting factors, SWOC, PMI, 
principles brain storm, input/output, network of relationships) and have developed 
fluency with a number of these, which I believe can be seen particularly in my later 
design reports.
-I varied my methods according to the clients and situation: I completed designs 
for myself, close family and strangers; these included land-based design, both small 
space and more extensive, process designs and a course design. 
-I believe my reports show my designs to intelligible and coherent. Those designs 
which were implemented were generally effective, and where shortcomings were 
evident these have been evaluated and learnt from.
-I believe my design skills have improved greatly along my diploma pathway, 
though I feel this has been obscured slightly by the fact that I undertook several 
designs concurrently, did not write my designs up as I went along and some 
designs were returned to over time (i.e. the first design started was not the first 
completed). I feel, however, that significant progress can still be seen and all my 
reports clearly show the learning points from each design.
-I believe my design reports show that I can document and present my designs 
appropriately. My reports have improved overtime, although the designs were not 
written up in the order they were completed which may obscure this progress.

Applying Permaculture in 
your own life

I have not included a life design as one of my 10 designs but describe how I have 
applied permaculture in my life in my 'Review of Relevant Activities' p3. This 
describes how I have applied the ethics through my home, livelihood and 
relationships, and the permaculture activities I am involved in in my community.

Applying Permaculture to 
your work or projects

I have not focused on any one of the areas specified under these criteria:
Site development: I have completed several designs for my own garden (see My 
Garden, Polytunnel  and Chickens designs), all of which show or did show 
permaculture in action.
Design Consultancy: I completed permaculture designs for clients in my designs for 
the patio, the special-needs garden, the polytunnel, Coed Marros community and 
the demo plot. Some of these designs were more successful than others in that not 
all were implemented.
Administration: I have advised Transition Linlithgow on applying permaculture 
principles to their development strategy (I do not know how much this was taken 
on board). See review of relevant activities. 
Education: My final design is a pathway to becoming a diploma tutor p167.
Finance: I set up Linlithgow LETS, see review of relevant activities.
Community Development: I work with people with autism and learning disabilities 
helping them get out and enjoy nature or do some gardening (see review of 
relevant activities). I have designed sensory gardens but none have been successfully 
implemented yet. I helped the local permaculture group get going by running an 
intro-course, see p118. I also worked with Coed Marros to help develop their 
community, p98.
Other -Ethical animal management: I have an interest in integrating livestock into 
systems ethically, this is shown in my design for keeping chickens p82, and for 
goats p150, which I hope to keep in the future.
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COMPLEMENTARY CRITERIA

Criteria How I meet it

Dissemination I have only done a small amount for this criterion:
-I wrote a section for the Transition Linlithgow web page on permaculture
-I encouraged Transition Linlithgow to apply permaculture principles to their 
organisation
-I taught a one day intro course

Community Building -I set up Linlithgow LETS (see review of relevant activities)
-I helped Edinburgh permaculture group get going (p118)

Symmetry -I supported James Chapman with arrangements for an intro course in Oct 2010
-I helped Edinburgh permaculture group get going (p118)
-I helped with arrangements for the 2013 Scottish Permaculture convergence
-I am part of the permaculture Scotland working group
-I am an apprentice Land assessor
-I have attended tutor training and am on a pathway to becoming a tutor (p167)
-I give informal support to friends less far along the diploma pathway

Evaluation and costings I have done a limited amount on this and feel I could have done much more, 
especially in terms of measuring outputs, often I only recorded cost. The project 
which show the most aspects of this is: Polytunnel p80. For other projects I have 
tried to record or estimate costs at least partially.
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